1.0.

FLUID d.o.o.

1.1.

About Fluid d.o.o.

We are a Slovenian company, specialised in manufacturing of road tankers for dangerous
goods transport according to ADR regulations.
We joined our past experiences and established Fluid d.o.o. in 1990. Since then we have always
aimed to improve all of our products according to safety and environment regulations. Our
advantage is that we focus on each order separately and this way we can offer our customers
complete flexibility in fulfilling their wishes and needs.
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Why make business with us?

Flexibility in fulfilling costumer’s wishes and needs
 Different capacities and number of compartments
 Large equipment availability, like flow meters, pump, high pressure unloading
 Axles of all leading producers are available
 Graphic design and optional equipment on demand
Conformity with the quality standards and ECE regulations
 Quality standards: ISO 9001:2000 (since 2002) and EWF (since 2003)
 All materials used are supplied from renowned suppliers
 With our tankers you also obtain: ADR certificate and ECE homologation
Tanker service assured
For all our customers as well as for the others we offer complete tanker service and service of
pumping and metering equipment.
Development and design
Development and design of our products is performed with modern CAM/CAD tools
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Product range

Our program range can be divided in 6 groups


01 Fuel tankers
Aluminium tankers for fuel transport as demanded by the ADR class 3 regulations. All
tankers can be equipped with unloading metering and pump fittings.
- Tankers on truck, capacity from 3000 to 20000 litres
- 2 and 3 axle tank trailers, capacity from 10000 to 24500 litres
- semi trailer tankers, capacity from 38000 to 48000 litres



02 Tankers for bitumen and mineral oils
Tankers for transport of bitumen and in heavy oils as demanded by the ADR class 3
and 9, of capacity 30000-38000 litres. They are made of steel or stainless steel,
isolated and coated by aluminium or stainless steel. Unloading can be performed by
force of gravity or forcibly by pump or by air under pressure. Optionally heating
system of tank and pipes can be mounted.



03 Tankers for chemical products
Tankers for transport of various acids, lixiviums and other substances as demanded
by the ADR class 3, 4.1, 5.1, 6.1,6.2, 8 in 9 of capacity from 18000 to 52000 litres. They
are made of stainless steal. Unloading can be performed by force of gravity or
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forcibly by pump or by air under pressure. Optionally heating system of tank and
pipes can be mounted.
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04 Airport tankers
Tankers for military and civil aircrafts and helicopters refuelling



05 Special vehicles
 Pressure tankers
 Swap tankers Ab-roll
 Water tankers



06 Pump metering stations
 Pump metering stations for airports
 Pump metering stations for bottom refuelling of tankers
 Pump metering stations for rail vehicles

References

Our respected customers and many others :
 Germany : ABS BONNIFER
 Poland : STEPIEN, GABER
 Hungary : WEST BRIGE, HORVATH, KARAP, Spiler
 Finnland : KIITOSIMEONI Oy, Movere Oy
 Norge: Gran Taralrud, Fjeldhus
 Bulgaria: PRISTA OIL
 Croatia : EUROPETROL , TIFON, ANTUNOVIĆ, INA
 Macedonia: OILCO, MAK Petrol
 Slovenia : BUBNIČ IVAN, TIB, PETROL, KOTO, PETROL
 OMAN: Al Kasfah, Al Najid
Our renowned suppliers:
BPW, SAF, DAIMLER CHRYSLER TRAILER AXLE SYSTEMS, WABCO, HALDEX, JOST, ALFONS HAAR, SENING,
F. NIEHÜSER, JUROP, NORMEC, FORT VALE, CONTINENTAL and many others. All materials and
components have all the necessary licences and certificates to meet the ADR, the ECE and other
requirements.

We represent you some of the different types of NV-FLUID products build:
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BITUMEN TANKS

GASOLIN TANKS

4

Volume 48.000 L

LPG TANKS

5

LPG SWAP TANKS

6

VACUUM TANKS

AIRCRAFT TANKS

MILITARY AIRCRAFT TANKS

7

CHEMICAL TANKS

8

ETALON for the measurements

